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Exascale computing is fast becoming a mainstream research area. In order to realize
exascale performance, it is necessary to have efficient scheduling of large parallel
computations with scalable performance on a large number of cores/processors. The
scheduler needs to execute in a pure distributed and online fashion, should follow affinity
inherent in the computation and must have low time and message complexity. Further, it
should also avoid physical deadlocks due to bounded resources including space/memory
per core. Simultaneous consideration of these factors makes affinity driven distributed
scheduling particularly challenging. We attempt to address this challenge for hybrid
parallel computations which contain tasks that have pre-specified affinity to a place and
also tasks that can be mapped to any place in the system. Specifically, we address two
scheduling problems of the type Pm|Mj, prec|Cmax. This paper presents online distributed
scheduling algorithms for hybrid parallel computations assuming both unconstrained and
bounded space per place.We also present the time andmessage complexity for distributed
scheduling of hybrid computations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that
distributed scheduling algorithms for hybrid parallel computations have been presented
and analyzed for time and message bounds under both unconstrained space and bounded
space.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The exascale computing roadmap has highlighted efficient locality oriented scheduling in runtime systems as one of
the most important challenges (‘‘Concurrency and Locality’’ Challenge [1]). For handling large parallel computations, the
scheduling algorithm should be designed to work in a distributed fashion. Languages such as X10 [2], Chapel [3] and
Fortress [4] are based on partitioned global address space (PGAS [5]) paradigm and have been designed and implemented
as part of DARPA HPCS program1 for higher productivity and performance on many-core massively parallel platforms.
These languages have in-built support for initial placement of threads (also referred to as activities) and data structures
in the parallel program and therefore locality comes implicitly with the programs. The runtime systems of these languages
need to provide efficient algorithmic scheduling of parallel computations with medium to fine grained parallelism. In order
to schedule generic parallel computations and also to exploit runtime execution and data access patterns, the scheduling
should happen in an online fashion. For scalable performance on realistic many-core massively parallel architectures, the
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scheduling algorithm should execute in a distributed fashion, should follow affinity inherent in the computation and also
ensure physical deadlock free execution under bounded space. Simultaneous consideration of these factors along with low
time and message complexity, makes this is a very challenging problem. It is assumed that the parallel computation does
not have any logical deadlocks due to control, data or synchronization dependencies, so deadlocks (referred to as physical
deadlocks) can only arise due to cyclic dependency on bounded space.
We refer to activities (threads) that have pre-specified placement as affinity annotated activities. Further, there are
activities (threads) in the parallel program that can be run on any place. We call such activities anyplace activities.
Parallel computations that have both affinity annotated activities and anyplace activities are referred to as hybrid parallel
computations. The runtime system needs to provide online distributed scheduling of large hybrid parallel computations on
many-core massively parallel architectures.
Specifically, we address two online distributed scheduling problems of type [6] Pm|Mj, prec|Cmax. The precise nature of
precedence constraints and machine eligibility are described below with each problem description:
Unconstrained Space Distributed Scheduling:
Given:
• An input hybrid computation DAG (Fig. 1(a)) that represents a parallel multithreaded computation with fine to medium
grained parallelism. The DAG is defined as follows:
– Each node in the DAG is a basic operation such as and/or/add, etc. Some or all nodes in the DAG are annotated with a
place identifier which denotes where that node should be executed.
– Each edge in the DAG represents one of the following: (i) spawn of a new thread or, (ii) sequential flow of execution
or, (iii) synchronization dependency between two nodes.
– The DAG is a strict parallel computation DAG (synchronization dependency edges going or coming into a node come
only from a descendant child node; details are given in Section 2).
• A cluster of n SMPs (refer Fig. 1(b)) as the target architecture on which to schedule the computation DAG. Each SMP2 also
referred to as place has fixed number(m) of processors but the memory per place is unbounded. The cluster of SMPs is
referred to as themulti-place setup.
Determine: An online schedule for the nodes of the computation DAG in a distributed fashion that ensures the following:
• Exact mapping of nodes onto places, if specified in the input DAG.
• Physical deadlock free execution.
• Low time and message complexity for execution.
Bounded Space Distributed Scheduling:
Given:
• The hybrid computation DAG as defined in the Unconstrained Space Distributed Scheduling problem with the difference
that the DAG is a strict parallel computation DAG (synchronization dependency edge represents an activity waiting for
the completion of a descendant activity; details are given in Section 2).
• A cluster of n SMPs as defined in the Unconstrained Space Distributed Scheduling problem with the difference that the
memory per place is bounded as defined by the target architecture.
Determine: An online schedule for the nodes of the computation DAG in a distributed fashion that ensures the following:
• Exact mapping of nodes onto places, if specified in the input DAG.
• Physical deadlock free execution.
• Low time and message complexity for execution.
• Execute within the bounded space per place.
Multi-place scheduling has been studied in [7]. Here, a restricted multi-place (distributed) deployment is used as the
target architecture. This particular multi-place deployment has multiple places connected by an interconnection network
where each place has a single processor. [7] addresses the scheduling problem of type Pm|Mj prec|Cmax and shows that
physical deadlocks due to bounded space and/or communication resources can happen in such an environment. It provides
a scheduling strategy that resorted to a degenerate mode called Doppelgänger mode to prevent physical deadlocks
due to cyclic resource dependency. It also proved space bounds for physical deadlock free execution of terminally strict
(Section 2) computations. The scheduling did not respect the affinity in the degenerate Doppelgänger mode and no time
or communication bounds were provided. Also, the aspect of load balancing was not addressed. Further, it considered
only a single processor per place whereas in reality each place typically has multiple processors per place such as an SMP
configuration with multiple cores (2-core P6 chip from IBM [8], 8-core Niagara T2 chip from Sun [9]). [10] considers affinity
driven distributed scheduling (Pm|Mj prec|Cmax) ofmulti-place parallel computationswith physical deadlock freedom (using
2 Symmetric MultiProcessor: group of processors with shared memory.
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Fig. 1. (a) Hybrid multi-place computation DAG. (b) Multiple places: cluster of SMPs.
distributed deadlock avoidance strategy). It provides time and message complexity lower and upper bounds and deadlock
freedom proof but the algorithms and proofs are limited to affinity driven activities and it assumes same distances between
places on the cluster. Further, the assumption of all activities to be affinity driven forces the programmer to ensure load
balance across placeswhich reduces productivity and performance especiallywhen dynamic load balancing is needed across
places.
In this paper, we relax this assumption by additionally allowing anyplace activities in the input hybrid computation DAG.
This generalization allows more parallel applications to be expressed easily by the programmer. We consider a cluster of
SMPs as the target architecture on which to schedule the hybrid computation DAG. Our distributed scheduling algorithms
follow affinity as specified in the DAG, consider both inter-place and intra-place load balancing and ensure physical deadlock
free execution. We design novel distributed scheduling algorithms that incorporate inter-place prioritized random work
stealing to provide automatic dynamic load balancing across places. It is proved that with suitable choice of probability
distribution, the prioritized randomwork stealing across places is efficient. Further, it leads to low average communication
cost when the distances between the places are different (e.g. 3D torus interconnect). This paper leverages the distributed
deadlock avoidance strategy for deadlock free execution in [10] for efficient scheduling of hybrid parallel computations.
[11] presents the results for bounded space scheduling of hybrid computations. In this paper, we present detailed proofs
and analysis of the time and message complexity of the unconstrained space scheduling and the bounded space scheduling
algorithms for hybrid computations. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work on distributed scheduling algorithms
for hybrid parallel computations in amulti-place setup for both unconstrained and bounded space. Our main contributions
to the scheduling problems of type Pm|Mj prec|Cmax are:
• Unconstrained Space Distributed Scheduling:We present a novel online multi-place distributed scheduling algorithm
for strict multi-place hybrid parallel computations assuming unconstrained (sufficient) space per place. This algorithm
incorporates (a) prioritized randomwork stealing across places for anyplace activities, (b) remote placework pushing for
affinity annotated activities and (c) intra-place work stealing. We prove that prioritized random stealing across places is
efficient. We also provide detailed asymptotic complexity analysis for the time and message complexity bounds of this
scheduling algorithm.
• Bounded Space Distributed Scheduling: For bounded space per place, we present an efficient distributed scheduling
algorithm for terminally strict multi-place hybrid computations with provable physical deadlock free execution.We also
present the space bound proof.
2. System and computation model
In this section, we formally define the system and computation model. The system on which the computation DAG is
scheduled is assumed to be a cluster of SMPs connected by an Active Message Network (Fig. 1(b)). Each SMP is a group of
processors with sharedmemory. Each SMP is also referred to as place in the paper. Active Messages ((AM) [12] is a low-level
lightweight RPC (remote procedure call) mechanism that supports unordered, reliable delivery of matched request/reply
messages. We assume that there are n places and each place has m processors (also referred to as workers). Each place
also has one processor called interface processor that deals with interaction between the places during remote pushing or
remote stealing of activities. The interconnection network connecting the places (SMPs) can in general provide different
distances (latencies) between the places such as 3D torus interconnect. Our scheduling algorithm considers this asymmetry
in distances between places to optimize the performance.
The parallel computation, to be dynamically scheduled on the system, is assumed to be specified by the programmer
in languages such as X10 [2] and Chapel [3]. The parallel computation has a DAG (directed acyclic graph) structure and
consists of nodes that represent basic operations like and, or, not, add and others. There are edges between the nodes in
the computation DAG (Fig. 1(a)) that represent creation of new activities (spawn edge), sequential execution flow between
nodes within a thread/activity (continue edge) and synchronization dependencies (dependence edge) between the nodes.
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In the paper we refer to the parallel computation to be scheduled as the computation DAG. At a higher level the parallel
computation can also be viewed as a computation tree of activities. Each activity is a thread (as in multithreaded programs)
of execution and consists of a set of nodes (basic operations). Each activity is either assigned to a specific place (called AF
activity) or, can be executed on any place (called AP activity). An AF activity shall be executed on the assigned place only.
Such a computation is called hybrid multi-place computation and DAG is referred to as hybrid multi-place computation DAG
(Fig. 1(a): v1 . . . v20 denote nodes, T1 . . . T6 denote activities and P1 . . . P3 denote places).
The structure of dependencies between the nodes can vary depending on the input parallel computation. In fully strict
and strict computations the dependencies can go from a node to its immediate parent and to any of its ancestors in the
computation DAG, respectively. In a terminally strict computation, introduced in [7] and shown in Fig. 1(a), the dependencies
arise due to an activity waiting for the completion of its descendants. Every dependency edge, therefore, goes from the last
instruction of an activity to one of its ancestor activities with the following restriction: In a subtree rooted at an activity
called Γr , if there exists a dependence edge from any activity in the subtree to the root activity Γr , then there cannot exist
any dependence edge from the activities in the subtree to the ancestors of Γr . A terminally strict multi-place computation is
defined as a terminally strict computation where each activity has an affinity to a place.
2.1. Useful notations
The set of places is denoted by P = {P1, . . . , Pn}. The set of workers at place Pi, is denoted by {W 1i ,W 2i . . .Wmi }. S1
denotes the space required by a single processor execution schedule. The size in bytes of the largest activation frame in the
computation is denoted by Smax. If node u enables node v then we place an edge, referred to as enable edge from u to v.
The tree formed over all nodes with enable edges is referred to as enabling tree [13]. depth(u) denotes the distance of node
u from the root in the enabling tree. The root node is assumed to be at depth 0. T∞,n denotes the execution time of the
computation DAG over n places with infinite processors at each place. T k∞ denotes the execution time for activities at place
Pk using infinite processors. Note that, T∞,n ≤∑1≤k≤n T k∞. T k1 denotes theminimum time taken by a single processor for the
activities assigned to place k. Dmax denotes the maximum depth of the computation tree in terms of number of activities.
The depth of an activity is defined as the distance from the root activity in the computation tree.
3. Distributed scheduling in unconstrained space
Consider a strict multi-place hybrid computation DAG. During execution, the computation DAG unfolds in an online
fashion in a breadth-first manner across places when the AF activities are pushed onto their respective remote places
and when AP activities are stolen from remote places. Stealing work from remote places helps in load balancing across
places. Within a place, the online unfolding of the computation DAG happens in a depth-first manner to enable efficient
space and time execution [14]. Within a place randomized work stealing (referred as local stealing) of AF or AP activities is
enabled to allow load-balanced execution. If the worker fails to obtain activities using local steals then it tries to steal AP
activities from other places in a distance prioritized random fashion (referred to as remote stealing). Here, the remote place
is selected randomly using a probability distribution that prefers closer places over farther places. This helps in reducing
the communication cost associated with remote stealing on a cluster where the distances between the places are different
(such as 3D torus interconnect). Since sufficient space is guaranteed to exist at each place, physical deadlocks due to lack of
space cannot happen in this algorithm.
3.1. Algorithm design
Each place maintains one Fresh Activity Buffer (FAB) which is managed by the interface processor at that place. An activity
that has affinity for a remote place is pushed into the FAB at that place. Each worker at a place has: (a) an APR Deque that
contains anyplace ready activities, (b) an AFR Deque that contains affinity annotated ready activities and (c) Stall Buffer that
contains stalled activities (refer Fig. 2(b)). The FAB at each place as well as the AFR Deque and APR Deque at each worker
are implemented using concurrent deque data structure. Each place also maintains aWorker List Buffer (WLB) that is a list of
workers that have anyplace activities ready to be stolen. WLB is implemented as a concurrent linked list and is maintained
by the interface processor. WLB aids in remote stealing where the remote workers which attempt to steal activities from this
place get information about available workers for stealing fromWLB. The distributed scheduling algorithm is given in Fig. 3.
3.2. Prioritized random inter-place work stealing
We prove that distance prioritized inter-place work stealing works efficiently with suitable choice of probability
distribution across places. Consider a 2D torus interconnect across places. Let the place where a processor attempts to steal
be denoted by the start place. In a 2D torus interconnect, the places around the start place can be viewed as rings. The rings
increase in size as we move to rings at increasing distance from the start place, i.e. there are more places in a ring farther
away from the start place than the ring closer to the start place. (refer Fig. 4). For a remote steal attempt from the start place,
the places on the same ring are chosen with equal probability. This probability decreases with increasing ring distance from
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Fig. 2. Distributed scheduling.
At any step, an activity A at the rth worker (at place i)W ri , may perform the following actions:
1. Spawn:
(a) A spawns activity B at place, Pj, i ≠ j: A sends AM(B) (active message for B) to the interface processor at
the remote place. Since the remote place, Pj, is guaranteed to havememory for activity B, it is successfully
inserted in the FAB at Pj and A continues execution (Fig. 2).
(b) A spawns B locally: B is successfully created and starts execution whereas A is pushed into the bottom of
the APR Deque if A is an anyplace activity else push A into the bottom of the AFR Deque.
2. Terminates (A terminates): Theworker at place Pi,W ri , whereA terminated, picks an activity from the bottom
of the AFR Deque for execution. If none is available in its AFR Deque, then it picks an activity from the bottom
of the APR Deque. If none is obtained then it is the same as Empty Deque (case 3) below.
3. Empty Deque: WorkerW ri has both AFR Deque and APR Deque as empty.
(a) Local Stealing:Worker attempts stealing from the top of other local workers’ AFR Deque or APR Deque. If
successful, start execution of stolen activity and update WLB, else attempt pick from FAB.
(b) Pick from FAB: Pick from FAB at place Pi. If successful start execution of new activity and update FAB, else
attempt remote stealing.
(c) Remote Stealing:Worker attempts to steal from remote place chosen randomly, Pj.W ri send remote steal
request to interface processor at Pj. The interface processor looks at theWLB at place Pj and attempts local
steal of anyplace activity from available worker, W sj . If this succeeds it passes this stolen activity to the
worker,W ri , which requested remote steal and updates WLB at Pj.W
r
i starts execution of stolen anyplace
activity (Fig. 2). If remote steal fails (no available anyplace activity) then repeat from start Empty Deque
(case 3).
4. Stalls (A stalls): An activity may stall due to dependencies in which case it is put in the stall buffer in a stalled
state. Then same as Terminates (case 2) above.
5. Enables (A enables B): The termination of an activity Amay enable a stalled activity B in which case the state
of B changes to enabled and it is pushed onto the top of the APR Deque if it is an anyplace activity else it is
pushed on top of the AFR Deque.
Fig. 3. Distributed scheduling algorithm.
the start place but the total probability of choosing a processor over all processors across all places should be equal to 1. In
order to model this scenario, consider a generalized Balls andWeighted Bins game where P balls are thrown independently
but non-uniformly at random into P bins. We derive an upper bound on the probability of the unsuccessful steal attempts
using Markov’s inequality.
Lemma 1. Prioritized Balls and Weighted Bins Game: Let there be n places arranged in a 2D torus topology. Suppose that P
balls are thrown independently but non-uniformly at random into P bins, where for i = 1, . . . , P, bin i has a weight W (i). The
total weight is W =∑1≤i≤P W (i). For each bin i, define a random variable X(i) as: (1) X(i) = W (i), if some ball lands in bin(i)
(2) X(i) = 0, otherwise.
Let, lmax be the distance of the start place from the last ring. Define the probability distribution of choosing rings as follows. Let,
γ /lmax be the probability of choosing the last ring at distance lmax from the source of the steal request, where 0 < γ < 1. The
probability of selecting other rings is chosen appropriately so that the sum of choosing processor across all processors equals 1.
(For example, let γ = 3/4. Here, we assign a probability of 5/4lmax to each of the first lmax/2 rings and probability of 3/4lmax to
each of the last lmax/2 rings.)
If X =∑1≤i≤p X(i), then for β in the range 0 < β < 1, we have:
Pr{X ≥ β.W } > 1− 1/((1− β)eγ /2).
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Fig. 4. 2D Torus with rings of places.
Proof. A ring at distance l from the start place has 8l places. Since each place hasm processors, the ring at distance l has 8lm
processors and each of the processors has equal probability that a ball will land in that processor(bin).
Now, for each bin i, consider the random variable, W (i) − X(i). It takes on a value W (i) when no ball lands on bin(i)
otherwise it takes the value 0. Thus, we have,
E[W (i)− X(i)] = W (i) ∗ Probability that no ball lands in bin(i) (3.1a)
≤ W (i) ∗ [1−Min. prob. that any ball lands in bin(i)]P (3.1b)
≤ W (i) ∗ [1− γ /(lmax · 8lmaxm)]mn (3.1c)
≤ W (i)/e(lmax+1).γ /(2.lmax) (3.1d)
∵ n = 4lmax(lmax + 1); (1− 1/x)x ≤ 1/e
≤ W (i)/eγ /2, for large lmax (3.1e)
It follows that: E[W − X] ≤ W/eγ /2.
From Markov’s inequality we have:
Pr{(W − X) > (1− β)W } < E[W − X]/((1− β).W )
⇒ Pr{X < β.W } ≤ 1/((1− β).eγ /2)
⇒ Pr{X ≥ β.W } > 1− 1/((1− β)eγ /2)
We can see that due to skewed probability of choosing which balls go to which bin, the probability of successful attempts
goes down compared to the case of uniformprobability [10]. Even thoughwe chose ring distance based probability variation,
actual processor distance based probability variation can be similarly analyzed with suitable probability distribution.
3.3. Time complexity analysis
This section presents the detailed asymptotic time complexity analysis using potential function on ready nodes in the
system. We leverage the proof methodology first proposed in [13] for pure work stealing based scheduling in a single SMP
node. Our unique contributions are (a) proof that prioritized random inter-place work stealing is efficient using suitable
probability density function, and, (b) proof of the lower and upper bounds of time complexity and message complexity
for themulti-place distributed scheduling algorithm presented in Section 3.1. This algorithm includes (1) intra-place work
stealing, (2) remote place work stealing and (3) remote place affinity driven work pushing.
Below, throw represents an attempt by aworker (thief ) to steal an activity. It can be an intra-place throwwhen the activity
is stolen from another local worker (victim), or remote place throw when it is stolen from a remote place. The lemma below
presents lower and upper bounds on the time complexity as a function of the number of throws in the system.
Lemma 2. Consider a strict multi-place computation DAG with work per place, T k1 , being executed by the distributed scheduling
algorithm presented in Section 3.1. Then, the execution (finish) time for place,k, is O(T k1/m+Q kr /m+Q ke /m+Q ki /m), where Q ki
denotes the number of intra-place throws when there is at least one ready node at place k, Q kr represents the number of remote
place throws and Q ke denotes the number of throws when there are no ready nodes at place k. The lower bound on the execution
time of the full computation is O(maxk(T k1/m+ Q kr /m+ Q ki /m) and the upper bound is O(
∑
k(T
k
1/m+ Q kr /m+ Q ki /m)).
Proof (Token based counting argument). Consider four buckets at each place in which tokens are placed: (a) work bucket
where a token is placed when a worker at the place executes a node of the computation DAG; (b) ready-node-throw bucket
where a token is placed when a worker attempts to steal from local worker and there is at least one ready node at the place;
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(c) null-node-throw bucket where a token is placed when a worker attempts to steal locally and there are no ready nodes at
the place (models’ wait time when there is no work at a place); (d) remote-place-throw bucket where a token is placed when
a remote place steal attempt is made. At any place, say Pk, the total number of tokens collected in the work bucket is T k1 . The
tokens collected in the four buckets account for all the work done by the processors at the place and since within a place
load balance is guaranteed using work stealing, the total work done at the place gets divided amongst m workers. Thus,
the finish time for place Pk, is O(T k1/m+ Q kr /m+ Q ke /m+ Q ki /m). The finish time of the complete computation DAG is the
maximum finish time over all places. So, the execution time for the computation is maxk O(T k1/m+Q kr /m+Q ke /m+Q ki /m).
We consider two extreme scenarios for Q ke that define the lower and upper bounds. For the lower bound, at any step of
the execution, every place has some ready node, so there are no tokens placed in the null-node-throw bucket at any place.
Hence, the execution time per place is O(T k1/m + Q kr /m + Q ki /m). The execution time for the full computation becomes
O(maxk(T k1/m + Q kr /m + Q ki /m)). For the upper bound, there exists a place, say (w.l.o.g.) s, where the number of tokens
in the null-node-throw buckets, Q se , is equal to the sum of the total number of tokens in the work buckets, read-node-
throw buckets and remote-place-throw bucket over all other places. Thus, the finish time for this place, T sf , which is also the
execution time for the computation is given by:
T sf = O
 −
1≤k≤n
(T k1/m+ Q kr /m+ Q ki /m)

(3.2)
We note that this upper boundwill not be reached in the average case for a large set ofworkloads. The degree of closeness
of the time complexity to the upper bound also depends upon the way the input computation DAG has been defined by the
user. Thus, typically if the user has specified a computation DAG with lots of concurrency across the places then one will
actually see proportionately high degree of concurrency across places using the scheduling algorithm 3.1.
We compute the bound on the number of tokens in the ready-node-throw bucket and remote-place-throw bucket
using potential function based analysis [13]. Let there be a non-negative potential with ready nodes (each representing
one instruction) in a computation DAG. During the execution using the distributed scheduling algorithm in Section 3.1, the
weight of a node u in the enabling tree,3 w(u) is defined as (T∞,n−depth(u)), where depth(u), is the depth of u in the enabling
tree of the computation. For a ready node, u, we define φi(u), the potential of u at timestep i, as:
φi(u) = 32w(u)−1, if u is assigned; (3.3a)
= 32w(u), otherwise (3.3b)
All non-ready nodes have zero potential. The potential at step i, φi, is the sum of the potential of each ready node at step
i. When an execution begins, the only ready node is the root node with potential, φ(0) = 32T∞,n−1. At the end the potential
is 0 since there are no ready nodes. Let Ei denote the set of processes whose deque is empty at the beginning of step i, and let
Di denote the set of all other processes with non-empty deque. Let, Fi denote the set of all ready nodes present in the FABs
of all places. The total potential can be partitioned into three parts as follows:
φi = φi(Ei)+ φi(Di)+ φi(Fi) (3.4)
where,
φi(Ei) =
−
qϵEi
φi(q) =
−
1≤k≤n
φki (Ei); (3.5a)
φi(Di) =
−
qϵDi
φi(q) =
−
1≤k≤n
φki (Di); (3.5b)
φi(Fi) =
−
qϵFi
φi(q) =
−
1≤k≤n
φki (Fi); (3.5c)
where, φki () are respective potential components per place k. The potential at the place k, φ
k
i , is equal to the sum of the three
components, i.e.
φki = φki (Ei)+ φki (Di)+ φki (Fi) (3.6)
Lemma 3 considers the decrease of potential with actions such as assignment of a node from Ready Deque to the worker
for execution, stealing nodes from the top of victim’s Ready Deque and execution of a node [13].
Lemma 3. The potential function satisfies the following properties
1. When node u is assigned to a process at step i, then the potential decreases by at least 2/3φi(u).
2. When node u is executed at step i, then the potential decreases by at least 5/9φi(u) at step i.
3 If the execution of node u enables node v, then (u, v) is called the enabling edge. The subgraph of the DAG consisting of these enabling edges is referred
to as the enabling tree [13].
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3. For any process, q in Di, the topmost node u in the deque for q maintains the property that: φi(u) ≥ 3/4φi(q).
4. If the topmost node u of a processor q is stolen by processor p at step i, then the potential at the end of step i decreases by at
least 1/2φi(q) due to assignment or execution of u.
The idle workers at a place do work stealing rotating between (a) local stealing from the AFR Deque or the APR Deque,
(b) throw on the FAB at the same place and (c) remote stealing. Thus, 3m throws in a round consist ofm throws to other local
workers’ AFRDeque or APRDeque,m throws to the FAB at the sameplace andm throws to remote places. For local randomized
work stealing one can use balls and bins game to compute the expected and probabilistic bound on the number of throws.
For uniform and random throws in the balls and bins game it can be shown that one is able to get a constant fraction of the
reward with constant probability (special case of Lemma 1 with γ = 0 and constant probability= 1/P). Using this one can
show that wheneverm ormore throws occur for getting nodes from the top of the AFR Deque or APR Deque of other workers
at the same place, the potential decreases by a constant fraction of φi(Di)with a constant probability. For remote prioritized
random work stealing, using Lemma 1, we show that with suitable choice of probability distribution one can achieve low
average communication cost of stealing and also achieve constant fraction of the reward , i.e. constant fraction of decrease
of potential, with constant probability. By choosing β = 1/5, γ = 3/4 one can show that after O(mn) remote place throws
across the system, the potential of anyplace ready activities in φi(Di) decreases by at least 1/16. The following Lemma (for
proof refer [13]) considers decrease of the potential with each round. Each round consists of execution of a certain constant
number of instructions by each thread.
Lemma 4. Consider any round i and any later round j, such that at least P throws have taken place between round i (inclusive)
and round j (exclusive), then, Pr{(φi(Di)− φj(Dj)) ≥ 14 .φi(Di)} > 1/4.
There is an additional component of potential decrease which is due to pushing of ready nodes onto remote FABs. Let the
potential decrease due to this transfer be φki→j(out). The new probabilistic bound becomes:
Pr

(φi(Di)− φj(Dj)) ≥ 14 .φi(Di)+ φ
k
i→j(out)

> 1/4. (3.7)
The throws that occur on the FAB at a place can be divided into two cases. In the first case, let the FAB have at least P = m
activities at the beginning of round i. Since allm throwswill be successful, we consider the tokens collected from such throws
aswork tokens and assign them to thework bucket of the respective processors. In the second case, in the beginning of round
i, the FAB has less thanm activities. Therefore, some of them throws might be unsuccessful. Hence, from the perspective of
place k, the potential φki (Fi) gets reduced to zero. The potential added at place k in φ
k
j (Fj) is due to ready nodes pushed from
the deque of other places. Let this component be φki−j(in). The potential of the FAB at the beginning of round j is:
φkj (Fj)− φki (Fi) = φki→j(in). (3.8)
Furthermore, at each place the potential also drops by a constant factor of φki (Ei). If a process q in the set E
k
i does not have
an assigned node, then φi(q) = 0. If q has an assigned node u, then φi(q) = φi(u) and when node u gets executed in round i
then the potential drops by at least 5/9.φi(u). Adding over each process q in Eki , we get:
{φki (Ei)− φkj (Ej)} ≥ 5/9.φki (Ei) (3.9)
Theorem 5. Consider a strict multi-place hybrid computation DAG with work for place Pk, denoted by T k1 , being executed by the
distributed scheduling algorithm (Section 3.1). Let the critical path length for the computation be T∞,n. The lower bound on the
expected execution time is O(maxk T k1/m + T∞,n) and the upper bound is O(
∑
k(T
k
1/m + T k∞)). Moreover, for any ϵ > 0, the
lower bound for the execution time is O(maxk T k1/m + T∞,n + log(1/ϵ)) with probability at least 1 − ϵ. Similar probabilistic
upper bounds exist.
Proof. Lemma 2 provides the lower bound on the execution time in terms of number of ready-node throws. We shall
prove that the expected number of ready-node throws per place is O(T∞ · m), and that the number of throws per place
is O(T∞ ·m+ log(1/ϵ))with probability at least 1− ϵ.
We analyze the number of ready-node throws by breaking the execution into phases of θ(P = mn) throws (O(m) throws
per place). This includes θ(mn) intra-place throws and θ(mn) remote place throws.We show that with constant probability,
a phase causes the potential to drop by a constant factor, and since we know that the potential starts at φ0 = 32T∞,n−1 and
ends at zero, we can use this fact to analyze the number of phases. The first phase begins at step t1 = 1 and ends at the first
step, t ′1, such that at least P throws occur during the interval of steps [t1, t ′1]. The second phase begins at step t2 = t ′1 + 1,
and so on.
Combining Eqs. (3.7)–(3.9) over all places, the components of the potential at the places corresponding to φki−j(out) and
φki−j(in) cancel out. Using this and Lemma 4, we get that Pr{(φi − φj) ≥ 1/4.φi} > 1/4.
We say that a phase is successful if it causes the potential to drop by at least a 1/4 fraction. A phase is successful with
probability at least 1/4. Since the potential drops from32T∞,n−1 to 0 and takes integral values, the number of successful phases
is at most (2T∞,n−1) log4/3 3 < 8T∞,n. The expected number of phases needed to obtain 8T∞,n successful phases is at most
32T∞,n. Since each phase contains O(mn) ready-node throws, the expected number of ready-node throws is O(T∞,n ·m · n)
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with O(T∞,n ·m) throws per place. The high probability bound can be derived [13] using Chernoff’s inequality. We omit this
for brevity.
Now, using Lemma 2, we get that the lower bound on the expected execution time for the affinity driven multi-place
distributed scheduling algorithm is O(maxk T k1/m+ T∞,n).
For the upper bound, consider the execution of the subgraph of the computation at each place. The number of throws in
the ready-node-throw bucket per place can be similarly bounded byO(T∞k.m). Further, the place that finishes the execution
in the end, can end up with number of tokens in the null-node-throw bucket equal to the tokens in work and read-node-
throw buckets of other places. Hence, the finish time for this place, which is also the execution time of the full computation
DAG is O(
∑
k(T
k
1/m+ T k∞)). The probabilistic upper bound can be similarly established using Chernoff’s bound.
3.4. Message complexity
Theorem 6. Consider the execution of a strict hybrid multi-place computation DAG with critical path length T∞,n by the
Distributed Scheduling Algorithm (Section 3.1). Then, the total number of bytes communicated across places has the expectation
O(I ·Smax ·nd)+m ·T∞,n ·Smax ·nd). Further, the lower bound on number of bytes communicated within a place has the expectation
O(m ·T∞,n ·Smax ·nd), where nd is themaximum number of dependence edges from the descendants to a parent and I is the number
of remote spawns from one place to a remote place. Moreover, for any ϵ > 0, the probability is at least (1 − ϵ) that the lower
bound on the intra-place communication overhead per place is O(m · (T∞,n + log(1/ϵ)) · nd · Smax). Similarly message upper
bounds exist.
Proof. First consider inter-place messages. Let the number of affinity driven pushes to remote places be O(I), each of
O(Smax) bytes. Further, there could be at most nd dependencies from remote descendants to a parent, each of which involves
communication of constant, O(1), number of bytes. So, the total inter-place communication due to remote affinity driven
pushes is O(I.(Smax+nd)). Randomized remote stealing across places results in expected lower bound of O(T∞,n ·m) remote
place throws per place (refer Theorem 5)with each involvingmaximumO(Smax) bytes. Further, there can be communication
when a child thread enables its parent and puts the parent into the child processors’ deque. Since this can happen nd times for
each time the parent is stolen, the communication involved is at most (nd ·Smax). Hence, the inter-placemessage complexity
has the expected lower bound of O(I.(Smax + nd) + m · T∞,n · Smax · nd). Similarly, upper bound can be established. For
randomized work stealing within a place, the lower bound on the expected number of steal attempts per place is O(m.T∞)
with each steal attempt requiringO(Smax) bytes of communication. Further, there can be communicationwhen a child thread
enables its parent and puts the parent into the child processors’ deque. Since this can happen nd times for each time the
parent is stolen, the communication involved is at most (nd · Smax). So, the expected total intra-place communication per
place is O(m · T∞,n · Smax · nd). The probabilistic bound can be derived using Chernoff’s inequality and is omitted for brevity.
Similarly, expected and probabilistic upper bounds can be established for communication complexity within the places.
4. Distributed scheduling of hybrid computation in bounded space
Due to limited space on real systems, the distributed scheduling algorithm has to limit online breadth-first expansion
of the computation DAG while minimizing the impact on execution time and simultaneously providing deadlock freedom
guarantee. Due to space constraints at each place in the system, the algorithm needs to keep track of space availability
at each worker and place to ensure physical deadlock freedom. Our distributed scheduling algorithm ensures distributed
physical deadlock avoidance by using depth based ordering of computations for execution [10]. Physical deadlock avoidance
ensures that the system always has space to guarantee the execution of a certain number of paths, that can vary during the
execution of the computation DAG. If a place can locally expand an entire depth-first path of an activity down to its leaf,
then it is said to guarantee the Assured Depth Expansion property for that activity. The scheduling algorithm enforces that this
property holds for remote place work pushing, remote place work stealing as well as intra-place work stealing. A place that
is pushingwork, is allowed to do so only if the other place can guarantee the Assured Depth Expansion property on thework
getting pushed. To provide good time and message bounds the distributed deadlock avoidance scheme is designed to have
low communication cost while simultaneously exposing maximal concurrency inherent in the hybrid computation DAG.
This distributed deadlock avoidance strategy guarantees deadlock free execution for terminally strict multi-place hybrid
computations.
An activity can be in one of the following stalled states: (a) local-stalled due to lack of space at a worker, (b) remote-
stalled due to failed spawn onto a remote place, (c) depend-stalled due to synchronization dependencies. We assume that
maximum depth of the computation tree (in terms of number of activities), Dmax, can be estimated fairly accurately prior
to the execution from the parameters used in the input parallel computation [10]. Dmax value is used in our distributed
scheduling algorithm to ensure physical deadlock free execution. The assumption on knowledge of Dmax prior to execution
holds true for the kernels and large applications of the Java Grande Benchmark suite.4 The Dmax for kernels including
LUFact (LU factorization), Sparse (Sparse Matrix multiplication), SOR (successive over relaxation for solving finite difference
4 http://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/research/activities/java-grande.
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Fig. 5. Distributed data structures for bounded space scheduling.
equations) can be exactly found from the dimension of input matrix and/or number of iterations. For kernels such as Crypt
(International Data Encryption Algorithm) and Series (Fourier coefficient analysis) the Dmax again is well defined from the
input array size. The same holds for applications such as Molecular Dynamics, Monte Carlo Simulation and 3D Ray Tracer.
Also, for graph kernels in the SSCA#2 benchmark,5 Dmax can be known by estimating△g (diameter) of the input graph (e.g.
O(polylog(n)) for R-MAT graphs, O(
√
n) for DIMACS graphs).
4.1. Distributed data structures and algorithm design
The data structures used for bounded space scheduling algorithm are as follows. Each worker has the following data
structures (Fig. 5):
• AF PrQ , AP PrQ and StallBuffer: AF PrQ and AP PrQ are priority queues that contain AF activities and AP activities,
respectively. These activities can be either in ready state or local-stalled state. The StallBuffer contains activities in depend-
stalled and remote-stalled states. The total current size of all these three data structures is denoted by Bri and is kept
bounded by O(Dmax · Smax) bytes.
• AFR Deque: This contains AF activities (affinity annotated activities) in the current executing path on this worker. This
has a total space of O(S1) bytes.
• APR Deque: This contains AP activities (anyplace activities) in the current executing path on this worker. This has a total
space of O(S1) bytes.
• AMRejectMap: This is a one-to-one map from a place-ID, say Pj, to the tuple [U , AM(V ), head, tail]. This tuple contains,
AM(V ), the active message rejected in a remote-spawn attempt at place Pj; U , the activity stalled due to the rejected
active message and head and tail of the linked list of activities in remote-stalled state due to lack of space on the place, Pj.
This map occupies O(n · Smax) space per worker.
Each place Pi has the following data structures (Fig. 5):
• WLB: Work List Buffer is a map from activity depth to list of workers. This can be implemented using a concurrent red-
black tree and is managed by the interface processor. WLB is used to respond efficiently to remote steal requests coming
from other places by providing an instant list of available workers that have at least one AP activity to steal of the given
or higher depth. From each worker the depth of the highest AP activity available to be stolen is kept at the WLB. It needs
to be kept updated with updates onto AP PrQ and AP Deque of the workers at that place. It occupies O(Dmax + m) bytes
in space.
• FAB: Fresh Activity Buffer is a concurrent priority queue that is managed by the interface processor. It contains the
fresh AF activities spawned by remote places onto this place. The current size of FAB is denoted by Fi and is bounded
by O(Dmax · Smax) bytes.
• WorkRejectMap: This is a one-to-many map from depth to list of workers. For each depth this map contains the list of
workers whose spawns were rejected from this place. It occupies O(m · n+ Dmax) space.
The concurrent priority queue implementations for AF PrQ, AP PrQ and FAB use the depth of an activity as the priority
with higher depth denoting higher priority. The depth of an activity is defined as the distance from the root activity in
the computation tree.
5 http://www.highproductivity.org/SSCABmks.htm.
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Fig. 6. Remote spawn and empty deque case in the bounded space scheduling algorithm.
Let AMRejectMap(i,r), AF PrQ(i,r), AP PrQ(i,r) and StallBuffer(i,r) denote the AMRejectMap, AF PrQ, AP PrQ and StallBuffer,
respectively for worker W ri at place Pi. Let WLB(i), FAB(i) and WorkRejectMap(i) denote the WLB, FAB and WorkRejectMap,
respectively at place Pi. Let Fi denote the current space available in FAB(i). Let AM(T) denote the active message for spawning
the activity T . The activities in the remote-stalled state are tracked using a linked list using activity IDs with the head and tail
of the list available at the tuple corresponding to the place in the map AMRejectMap.
Computation starts with root of the computation DAGwhich is at depth 1. The computation starts at a workerW s0 , at the
default place P0. At any point of time a worker at a place,W ri , can either be executing an activity, T , or be idle. The detailed
algorithm is presented in Fig. 7. The actions taken by the interface processor have been kept implicit in the description for
the sake of brevity.
When T spawns a local activity U (Local Spawn case) there is guaranteed space to execute it and hence it is pushed to
the bottom of the AF Deque or the AP Deque if it is AF activity or AP activity, respectively and child activity U is taken up for
execution. When T needs to attempt a remote spawn (Remote Spawn case, refer Fig. 6) at place Pj, it first checks whether
there are already stalled activities in AMRejectMap(i,r). If there is already a stalled activity, then T is added to the StallBuffer(i,r)
and the link from the current tail in the tuple corresponding to Pj in AMRejectMap(i,r) is set to T . Also, the tail of the tuple is
set to T . If there is no stalled activity in AMRejectMap(i,r) for place Pj, then the worker attempts a remote spawn at place Pj.
At Pj check is performed by the dedicated processor for space availability in the FAB(j). If it has enough space then the active
message, AM(U), is stored in the remote FAB(j), the available space in FAB(j) is updated and T continues execution. If there is
not enough space then AMRejectMap(i,r) is updated accordingly and T is put in the StallBuffer(i,r).
When the workerW ri receives notification (Receives Notification case) of available space from place Pj, then it gets the
tuple for Pj from AMRejectMap(i,r) and sends the active message and the head activity to Pj. At Pj, the WorkRejectMap(j) is
updated. The activity that got stalled due to rejected remote spawn is obtained from the tuple and put into the AP PrQ or AF
PrQ depending on AP activity or AF activity. Also,W ri updates the tuple for Pj by updating the links for the linked list in that
tuple. When currently executing activity T terminates (Terminates case), then the worker picks the bottommost activity
from theAFDeque to execute if one such activity exists, else it picks from theAPDeque. If this also fails then the space reserved
by T is released from Bri and the worker follows the same as the case for Empty Deque. When both AF Deque and AP Deque
become empty (EmptyDeque case, refer Fig. 6) then theworker attempts to pick activity from its AF PrQ first else it attempts
to pick an activity from its AF PrQ. If this also fails, then it tries to pick anAF activity from FAB(i). If this fails then it looks for any
entries in the mapWorkRejectMap and sends notification to the appropriate worker whose activity it can execute. If no such
entry exists then the worker tries to randomly steal an activity of appropriate depth from another worker at the same place.
After failure of the local steal attempt, the worker selects a remote place in a prioritized random fashion and tries remote
stealing from that place. Failure on this results in repeated steal attempts in the order: local steal, steal from FAB(i) and from
another remote place till success it obtained. When an activity U gets enabled (Activity Enabled case) then it is moved from
StallBuffer into the AF PrQ or AP PrQ depending on AF activity or AP activity. If the activity was in remote-stalled state and it
gets enabled due to notification from another place, then the actions as in the case Receives Notification are also performed.
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At any time, a workerW ri takes the following actions. It might be executing an activity T (@depth Dt ).
1. Local Spawn: T spawns activity U locally. T is pushed to the bottom of the AF Deque or AP Deque depending
upon whether T is an AF activity or an AP activity, respectively. U starts executing.
2. Remote Spawn: T attempts remote spawn of U(@depth Du) at a remote place Pj, i ≠ j
// Refer Remote Spawn Case Flow Chart in Fig. 6
3. Receives Notification:W ri receives notification from place Pj on available space for spawn
(a) Get pair< Pj, < R, AM(V ), head(U), tail(S) >> from AMRejectMap(i,r).
(b) Send the tuple,< AM(V ),U >, to Place Pj. Put R in AF PrQ(i,r) or AP PrQ(i,r) depending upon whether R is
an AF activity or an AP activity.
(c) Update head in the tuple for the pair with key as Pj as: head = U →Next().
4. Termination: T terminates
• if(AF Deque(i,r) is non-empty) then pick the bottommost activity from AF Deque(i,r)
• else if(AP Deque(i,r) is non-empty) then pick the bottommost activity from AP Deque(i,r)
• else { Same as case Empty Deque.}
5. Empty Deque:W ri has both AF Deque and AP Deque as empty
// Refer Empty Deque Case Flow Chart in Fig. 6
6. Activity Enabled: activity U gets enabled
(a) Set state of U to enabled.
(b) Insert U in AF PrQ(i,r) or AP PrQ(i,r) depending upon whether U is an AF activity or AP activity.
(c) if(activity enabled was in state remote-stalled) then perform other actions as in the case Receives
Notification.
7. Activity Stalled: T (@depth Dt ) stalls
Let U(@depth Du) be the next bottommost activity in Deque(i,r).
• State of T is changed to an appropriate stalled state. T is removed from AF Deque / AP Deque. If T is in
local-stalled state (due to lack of space at worker) then it is moved into AF PrQ or AP PrQ else it is moved
into StallBuffer. Update Bri . B
r
i ← Bri − Smax.• if(Bri > ((Dmax − Du) · Smax)) { Execute U . }• else { Activity Stalled case for U .}
Fig. 7.Multi-place distributed scheduling algorithm.
When an activity T stalls (Activity Stalled case) then its state is set to the appropriate stalled state and it is removed
from Deque and put in either AF PrQ or AP PrQ or StallBuffer depending on whether it is in local-stalled state (and AF or AP
activity) or not. The next bottommost activity U is picked from the AF Deque. If there is enough space to execute this activity
then it is picked for execution else it is stalled. TheWLB gets updated by the worker whenever an AP activity of the highest
depth is removed from the AP PrQ and the next highest depth AP activity has lower depth or when an AP activity with new
highest depth is inserted into the AP PrQ. Also, when updates happen to AP Deque and topmost activity of the AP Deque has
higher depth than AP PrQ thenWLB is updated.
Distributed deadlock freedom can be proved by induction as in [10] and has been left for brevity. The essence lies in
showing that when an activity gets rejected then a higher depth activity must be executing at that place and then using
induction one can show that all activities eventually become leaf and get executed starting frommaximum depth activities
and going backwards to lower depth activities as the space gets released by completed activities. The following theorem
gives the space bound.
Theorem 7. A terminally strict computation scheduled using algorithm in Fig. 7 uses O(m · (Dmax · Smax + n · Smax + S1)) bytes
as space per place.
Proof. The AF PrQ, AP PrQ, StallBuffer, AMRejectMap, AF Deque and AP Deque per worker (processor) take a total of O(m ·
(Dmax · Smax + n · Smax + S1)) bytes per place. TheWorkRejectMap,WLB and FAB take a total of O(m · n+ Dmax), O(Dmax +m)
and O(Dmax · Smax) space per place, respectively (Section 4.1). The scheduling strategy adopts a space conservation policy to
ensure deadlock free execution in bounded space. The basic aim of this strategy is to ensure that only as much breadth of
a tree is explored as can be accommodated in the available space assuming that each path can go to a maximum depth of
Dmax. It starts with the initial condition where available space is at least Dmax · Smax per worker per place. Any activity that
gets scheduled on a worker first checks for the availability of space for the possible stalled activities that it can generate. If
successful, it reserves space for its own stack frame else that activity is not scheduled on the worker. This reserved space
is released when an activity is picked for execution. A place that enables a remote activity which was stalled due to lack of
available space, does so only after ensuring that appropriate amount of space is present for the activity that shall be created.
Similarly, when a worker steals (locally or remotely) it will ensure that it has enough space to accommodate the activities
that would get created as a result of execution of stolen activity. Thus, it can be seen that every reservation and release is
such that the total space requirement at a place does not exceedwhatwas available initially. Hence, the total space per place
used is O(m · (Dmax · Smax + n · Smax + S1)).
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4.2. Time and message bounds
The scheduling algorithm in Fig. 7 guarantees deadlock free execution with at least O(Dmax.Smax) space per place.
However, the available space per place is m times this space. Hence, in reality many concurrent paths can execute in
parallel in the system. The space–time trade-off analysis of this algorithm is left for future work. The difference between
this work stealing algorithm (Fig. 7) and the one in Section 3.1 is that this algorithm works under bounded space and uses
a concurrent priority queue data structure for the FAB per place and also for the APPrQ /AFPrQ per worker. This leads to
two consequences on the work done. First, the spawn of a child onto a remote place might get rejected in which case the
node stalls at the source place. However, the additional work done to take care of rejects for remote spawns is constant
i.e. O(1). The other consequence is that a throw onto the AFPrQ /APPrQ /FAB from a local worker involves more than just
a typical constant time deque operation. If we consider non-blocking concurrent priority queue implementation [15] for
the PrQ then it takes O(log(Dmax)) time to perform the concurrent insertion and deletion of an activity from the PrQ .
Since, the number of successful throws at a place can be O(T k1 ), the additive time complexity from these PrQ operations
is O((T1/m). log(Dmax)). This leads us to the following theorem on the lower bound for the time complexity of the bounded
space scheduling algorithm, Fig. 7.
Theorem 8. Consider any multithreaded computation with work per place denoted by T k1 , being executed by the multi-place
distributed scheduling algorithm, Fig. 7. The lower bound on the expected execution time is O(maxk(T k1/m) · log(Dmax)+ T∞,n).
Moreover, for any ϵ > 0, the lower bound on the execution time is O(maxk(T k1/m)·log(Dmax)+T∞,n+log(1/ϵ)), with probability
at least (1− ϵ).
The inter-place message complexity is the same as Theorem 6 (assuming similar order of number of throws for inter-
place work stealing) as there is constant amount of work for handling rejected remote spawns and notification of space
availability. For intra-place work stealing again the message complexity is the same as Theorem 6.
5. Related work comparison
Scheduling of dynamically created tasks for shared memory multiprocessors has been a well studied problem. The
work on Cilk [14] promoted the strategy of randomized work stealing for scheduling problems of type Pm|prec|Cmax. Here, a
processor that has nowork (thief ) randomly steals work from another processor (victim) in the system. [14] proved efficient
bounds on space (O(P · S1)) and time (O(T1/P + T∞)) for scheduling of fully strict (Section 2) computations in an SMP
platform; where P is the number of processors, T1 and S1 are the time and space for sequential execution, respectively, and
T∞ is execution time on infinite processors. However, this work does not consider either locality driven scheduling ormulti-
place setup. [16] considers work-stealing algorithms in a distributed-memory environment, with adaptive parallelism and
fault tolerance. Here task migration was entirely pull based (via a randomized work stealing algorithm) hence it ignored
affinity and also did not provide any formal proof for the deadlock freedom or resource utilization properties.
[7] extends work stealing framework for terminally strict X10 computations and establishes deadlock free scheduling
for SMP deployments. It also proves deadlock free execution with bounded resources on uniprocessor cluster deployments
while using Doppelgänger mode of execution. However, it neither considers work stealing in this framework nor does it
provide performance bounds. The Doppelgänger mode of execution can lead to arbitrary high costs in general. We consider
distributed scheduling of hybrid parallel computations overmultiprocessor SMP clusters, while obeying locality as provided
by the user. We also include intra-place and inter-place work stealing and prove space and performance bounds with
deadlock free guarantee.
[17] considers nested-parallel computations on multiprocessor HSMSs (hardware-controlled shared memory systems)
and proves upper bounds on the number of cachemisses and execution time. It also presents a locality guided work stealing
algorithm that leads to costly synchronization for each thread/activity. However, activities may not get executed at the
processor for which they have affinity. We consider affinity driven scheduling of hybrid parallel computations in a multi-
place setup and provide performance bounds while guaranteeing deadlock free execution.
[13] provides performance bounds of a non-blocking work stealing algorithm for scheduling problem of type
Pm|prec|Cmax, in a multiprogrammed SMP environment (single place setup), for general multithreaded computations under
various kernel schedules using potential function technique. This approach however does not consider locality driven
scheduling. We consider affinity driven multi-place work stealing algorithms, for parallel hybrid computations running in
dedicatedmode (stand alone).We leverage the potential function technique to analyze time andmessage complexity bounds
for the multi-place setup. [18] introduces a novel work-dealing technique that attempts to achieve ‘‘locality oriented’’ load
distribution on small-scale SMPs (single place setup). It has a low overhead mechanism for dealing out work to processors
in a global balancedwaywithout costly compare-and-swap operations.We consider amulti-place setup and spawn threads
onto remote places to obey affinity if specified by the user. Inter-place work stealing for activities without place annotation
ensures load balancing across the places.
[19] presents a space-efficient scheduling algorithm for shared memory machines that combines the low scheduling
overheads and good locality of work stealing with the low space requirements of depth-first schedulers. For locality it uses
the heuristic of scheduling threads that are close in the computationDAGonto the sameprocessor.We consider amulti-place
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setup and assume that affinities in the place annotated computation have been specified for a subset of the computation by
the user.
[20] studies two-level adaptive multiprocessor scheduling in an multiprogrammed environment. It presents a
randomizedwork-stealing thread scheduler for fork-joinmultithreaded jobs that provides continual parallelism feedback to
the job scheduler in the form of requests for processors and uses trim analysis to obtain performance bounds. However, this
work does not consider locality guided scheduling. We assume dedicated mode of execution but our work can be extended
to multiprogrammed mode also. We will consider this explicitly as part of future work.
[21] developed differential equation based models for multiple work stealing variants. Doing the same for the bounded
space algorithm in a multi-place setup forms an interesting area of future work.
6. Conclusions and future work
We have presented the design of novel distributed scheduling algorithms to address scheduling problems of type
Pm|Mj prec|Cmax for hybrid parallel computations for both bounded and unconstrained space, along with time complexity
and message complexity bounds. This is the first such work for distributed scheduling of hybrid parallel computations. In
future, we plan to look into time complexity, space–time trade-offs and multi-core implementations of the bounded space
scheduling algorithm.
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